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Editorial 
Welcome to 2017 and this first issue of the BIALL Newsletter!  Have your passports and

boarding passes at the ready as this issue will take you across the globe looking at North

America and Australasia, Paris, Sierra Leone, not to mention various locations in the UK!

Such is the geographical reach and influence of the work of BIALL and it’s members.

I would like to start by thanking ICLR for very kindly sponsoring this issue and to Daniel

Hoadley for his informative article on the situation with ICLR content in North America and

Australiasia via Thomson Reuters and LexisNexis.

Moving to mainland Europe, Anneli Sarkanen reports on the 4th European Legal Access

Conference she attended in Paris as official BIALL delegate. We hear about the theme of

Open Law and legal technology. Anneli also gives us an insight into Law Library Conferencing

- French style!

For the more adventurous of you out there, there is still time for you to submit an application

to help with the BIALL project in Sierra Leone, details of which are included inside this issue

but be quick as the deadline is Friday 27th January 2017!

Back in the UK, Zoltan Czirko keeps us up to speed with how law firms are developing their

use of an intranet by reporting on the third session of the BIALL Knowledge Management

Group and Libby Whitehead shares her journey into law librarianship in Library Routes.

We have the regular updates from the inner working of BIALL itself with a New Year message

from our President, Sandra Smthye and a round-up of the most recent work of our Standing

Committees. The “Committee in the Spotlight” feature this time shines on the Professional

Development Committee as Chair, Robert Turner explains their remit which was recently

expanded to include the new professional skills framework.  

What a start to 2017! On behalf of the Publications Committee, I would like to wish you all

the best for this forthcoming year and invite you to consider sharing any of your news and/or

activities with your fellow BIALL colleagues in the Newsletter throughout 2017. You will find

details on how to get involved inside so read on!

With best wishes,

Denise 
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Sandra Smythe

President’s Column

I can't quite believe that we are actually in 2017 and all ready to send out the first BIALL

newsletter of the year. Last year seemed to fly by and now I will be spending the whole of

January trying to get used to typing 2017 rather than 2016 (please tell me I'm not the

only person who does this?). I hope all BIALL members had a truly wonderful Christmas

and New Year and please let me take this opportunity to wish you all best wishes for a

happy and successful 2017. 

I'm afraid I have one of those terrible memories whereby anything that happened before

Christmas becomes distant and hazy. However, the BIALL London Autumn Social in

November was such a lovely evening that I've retained wonderful, clear memories of this.

It was lovely to see so many of you there and get to say hello in person. I just wish I had

been able to make it to the Dublin Social as well, especially as I've been hearing nothing

but good things about it since. Maybe I'll manage a jaunt across this year!

We also held both the Strategy & Finance Committee and Council meetings on the same

day as the London social. The agendas for both meetings were packed as always but we

managed to get through all the points, which I'm counting as a great success. We agreed

at the Council meeting on a solution for a BIALL DMS and will be working with Soutron

as our provider for this. Looking for a DMS type solution has been quite a long running

project so it has been great to finally be able to select a provider and to plan to get going

with the implementation stage this year. This should also put us in good stead for an

upcoming project to start looking at a revamp of our website and its technology platform.

So we should all be quite busy in 2017!

We also discussed a proposal to extend our student membership to part-time students.

Council is keen to support this proposal and we will be looking to further develop this

with a view to taking this to a vote at the AGM in June.

November also saw the third seminar event organised by the BIALL KM special interest

group. The focus of this seminar was on Intranets and once again it was extremely well

attended. All the speakers were informative and knowledgeable as well as being

entertaining and I came away with a great many tips and tricks - this was very timely for

me as we are currently undertaking an Intranet upgrade project at Mishcon. 

The networking drinks sponsored by CB Resourcing were a great way to mingle with

colleagues and discuss the numerous points raised during the seminar. We are very

grateful to all the speakers for generously giving up their time to present.

And so with the start of the new year I'm sure many of us are thinking of our goals and

plans for the year ahead. I tend to stay clear of making resolutions as I'm pathologically

incapable of keeping them but my general aim for this year is to try to rephrase the way I

think about approaching things. So a challenge becomes a chance and an opportunity

rather than a problem. I'm sure many of you have made resolutions and plans and I wish

you every success in keeping them. If you are thinking of ways to challenge yourself this

year and have seen the email which was recently sent to the BIALL list by the President

Elect, Anneli Sarkanen, about the chance to volunteer in Sierra Leone as part of BIALL's

support for the Sierra Leone Pro Bono Project then please do think about applying. 

You still just have time before the deadline on Friday 27th January. I know the volunteers

who went in 2014 found it to be a very fulfilling experience. Also, we will be reviewing our

pro bono support project this year so if you do know of a project where BIALL's expertise

would be of great assistance please do let me know.

There are lots of BIALL meetings coming up in the next couple of months including a

Council meeting and a Conference Committee meeting at the end of January, and in

February an Awards & Bursaries Committee meeting, a Strategy & Finance Committee

meeting and a meeting of the BIALL Irish Group. I'm hoping to attend as many meetings

as I can as I love to get to hear what everyone in BIALL is up to. If one of your resolutions

for the year is to get more involved with a professional association then please do get in

touch with Karen Palmer, Immediate Past President and head of the Nominations

Committee, as I know she'd love to hear from you.

Sandra Smythe

BIALL President
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BREAKING NEWS - 
BIALL Pro Bono  Project in Sierra Leone
Volunteering Opportunity!

We are pleased to announce that BIALL have an exciting

opportunity for a BIALL member to do some pro bono work

in Sierra Leone this year.

As you may be aware, BIALL has been involved in a Pro Bono project in Sierra Leone

for a couple of years now, starting with a visit by two BIALLers in 2014 and various

book donations, and working with the UK Sierra Leone Pro Bono Network. The project

was put on hold during the Ebola outbreak but was re-started in early 2016 with the

setting up of a working group to look at the various strands on how we can further help

in the country (for background, see the Working Groups page on the BIALL website).

Following a visit to Sierra Leone by Richard Honey (Barrister) in September 2016, it

came to light more assistance was needed in the country with a focus on two libraries

in Freetown.

We are looking for a BIALL member to volunteer to travel to Sierra Leone to assist in the

development of these two libraries. The successful person will travel and work with a

Research Librarian from Herbert Smith Freehills, who have a long history of assisting the

Government of Sierra Leone via Fair Deal Sierra Leone.

The visit would concentrate on the Ministry of Justice (Law Officers’ Dept) library and

the High Court library in order to assess, weed, and re-organise their collections,

provide collection advice and instruction of future maintenance of the libraries, provide

training to the judiciary and government lawyers on free online legal resources and use

of hard copy and also training to library staff.

We would like to invite applications from BIALL members interested in taking part in

this project, in order for us to select the most suitable person for the role. 

http://www.biall.org.uk/pages/biall-special-interest-and-working-groups.html
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BREAKING NEWS - 
BIALL Pro Bono  Project in Sierra Leone
Volunteering Opportunity!
- continued

The MOJ (Law Officers' Dept) library:

l has received funding recently to re-locate and re-order the library

l has an incomplete collection; specification of how to make the collection

complete required

l re-organisation required

The High Court library:

l has a number of old books that need to be identified for weeding

l has an incomplete collection; specification of how to make the collection

complete required

l will require a physical re-ordering of the collection (which might involve knocking

two rooms into one or similar)

l has no cataloguing system; re-organisation required

Training to be carried out:

l To members of the judiciary and government lawyers in Law Officers’ Dept on free

online sources and available hard copy sources in their libraries

l To library staff

To apply: please provide a maximum of 600 words on your skills, why you are suitable

for this project and why you want to be involved. Email format or Word format is

preferable. If you wish to support your application with a CV then this is acceptable,

but not mandatory.

Deadline: 5pm (London time), Friday 27 January 2017 

Applications and any questions relating to this project, please contact me on: 

anneli.sarkanen@fieldfisher.com

Further information you should be aware of:

l It is expected it will be a 10-14 day visit to Freetown Sierra Leone around mid-

March 2017 (which would allow for some free time)

l Funding is being applied for to cover flights, accommodation, insurance, daily

allowance for living expenses, and visas

l A degree of physical work will be required due to the state of the libraries

mailto:anneli.sarkanen@fieldfisher.com
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Committee in the Spotlight

Professional Development Committee

The Professional Development Committee exists to help members of the association

improve their skills and knowledge relating to their work in legal information and to this

end provides training and professional support to members. The committee has also

taken on oversight of the new professional skills framework, introduced at the 2016

Conference. It’s a pretty busy committee with lots of things to be getting on with

throughout the year and lots of scope for creativity in thinking of ideas for new courses

and how best to provide them. 

The committee runs a number of training courses throughout the year. These include

regular features such as the Legal Reference Materials course (which is usually held

twice a year), courses on Foreign and International Law and EU Law, and the evergreen

Pepper v Hart day. There are also less frequent or one-off courses such as sessions on

the Moys system or new technologies in libraries. All courses are run on a voluntary

basis, with the speakers receiving only a small honorarium for their time and

considerable efforts in putting together the sessions. We do not aim to compete with

professional training providers. The yearly Legal Foundations Course for beginning law

librarians who want to learn more about law and the English legal system is run by the

committee jointly with the University of Westminster. 

The fact that these courses run year after year at full capacity is testament to their

continuing relevance to the profession and the knowledge and hard work of those

presenting them, as well as the unsung contribution of those members of the committee

who find the venues and speakers, administrate the bookings and catering, and

generally make it all happen. We really do rely on the generosity of universities, law firms,

law schools and other law libraries for providing the venues and speakers as we cannot

pay market (or even sub-market) rates. It’s gratifying how much good will there is out

there in our small law librarianship world.

One of the requests to come out of the recent training survey was for the provision of

some form of mentoring for members – not necessarily those just starting their careers,

but for anyone who thinks they could benefit from the support that mentoring offers. 

This is something we will be looking into this year with a view to getting an informal pilot

scheme up and running as soon as we can, as well as increasing the available support

for new professionals. Another thing we will begin work on is how we can make more and

better use of virtual provision and related technology for BIALL courses.  

On a more fun note the committee also has, by historical accidents too arcane to relate

here, responsibility for those two events which, outside Conference, are surely the

highlight of the BIALL year. I speak, of course, of the BIALL quiz and the autumn social.

The quiz, for which we are always grateful to John and Barbara Evans, is a perennial

favourite with the London-based professionals and a great fundraiser for the Wallace

Breem fund, which supports the biennial Wallace Breem Memorial Award for especially

good contributions to law librarianship. It’s always good fun and ever-so-slightly boozy,

although getting food to 130 law librarians at the right time is more problematic than you

might think…

The autumn social, which was previously the BIALL Cheese and Wine party, has not been

going for as long but is attracting more people with each year. 2016 saw the introduction

of the Irish social event, which thanks to the energy and enthusiasm of Louise Tobin was

a roaring success (see the November newsletter for details), and this year we will try to

organise local events to coincide with the London event. No promises of Eurovision-style

live link-ups, but we’ll see what we can do!  

We depend a lot on input from BIALL members for feedback on the courses we run, new

training to offer, and what people are looking for in their professional development.

Please get in touch with us with any ideas or comments! 

Robert Turner

Chair

Robert Turner
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News from Standing Committees

Conference Committee

Since the November Newsletter was published I am delighted to report that LexisNexis

has once again agreed to be our Platinum sponsor and Wildy & Sons, a Silver sponsor. 

January has seen our programme co-ordinators, Julie Christmas, Julie Doran and

Susan McGlamery, busily working on the final details of the provisional speaker

programme. Back by popular demand are the Lightning talks and delegates will 

have the opportunity to attend product demonstrations during the lunch and

refreshment breaks.

We anticipate that the provisional programme, which will include the booking form and

delegate rates which were agreed at the Finance sub-committee meeting on 9

December, will be available on the BIALL website towards the end of February. 

The delegate rates include 2 and 3 night packages and we have endeavoured to keep

the rates as affordable as possible. As a cost saving measure the provisional

programme will only be available in electronic format. However, we are going to retain

the hard copy Conference programme for all delegates.

The Exhibition and Sponsorship Opportunities brochure was sent to potential exhibitors

earlier this month and exhibitors are currently booking their stands.    

Since the November Newsletter the conference hotel, The Palace, has been rebranded

and is now known as The Principal Manchester. The hotel is conveniently located

opposite Manchester Oxford Road railway station and Manchester Piccadilly station is

a 10 minute walk.

Updates on the Manchester conference are available via the Manchester Conference

section of the BIALL website, the BIALL list and blog and Twitter #BIALL2017.

Catherine Bowl

Chair

https://www.phcompany.com/principal/manchester-hotel


PR & Promotions Committee

Our new exhibition banners with the branded logo arrived in October and made their

first appearance at the Internet Librarian International conference. Our new

promotional goodies arrived at the same time and apparently proved very popular –

you’ll need to attend a BIALL event to find out what they are! We produced and issued

a press release announcing the recipients of the BIALL professional studies bursaries

which picked up several press mentions including a piece (with photos) in CILIP’s

Update magazine. The host universities were also very interested in the awards. 

Finally, we have two brand new pages on the BIALL Wiki! See the article elsewhere in

this Newsletter for details.

Ian Hunter

Interim Chair 
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News from Standing Committees - continued

Professional Development Committee

By the time you’ve read this, the Legal Reference Materials course will have been held

once again. It took place at the recently(ish) revamped Squire Law Library of the

University of Cambridge. Whether or not the Fens is a good place to hold a winter

course, what with Siberian-born winds blasting straight in off the North Sea with barely

a tree to blunt their progress, will be revealed in the next newsletter… Thanks to David

Wills and Kate Faulkner at the Squire for their help. 

At our last committee meeting we got round to the prize draw for last year’s training

survey. Of the 110 entrants into the draw, the lucky winner of £50 John Lewis vouchers

(just in time for Christmas) was Lyn Swyny, of HM Land Registry. Congratulations, Lyn!

Joining the committee at the same meeting was Joanna Metcalf, from the University of

Edinburgh. It’s a pleasure to have you on board, Joanna, and great to have Scottish

representation.  

Robert Turner

Chair

Legal Information Management Editorial Board

We held our first meeting since our committee reshuffle on 1 November and most

people were able to attend which was excellent and gave everybody the opportunity to

meet each other.

The Winter edition of LIM is anticipated as I am writing this and as usual will contain

articles from the 2016 BIALL Conference as well as other topics.

It will be the first LIM to feature the new BIALL logo.

At our meeting, Cambridge University Press – the publishers of LIM – presented their

report including the fact that their new platform Cambridge Core had been launched in

September 2016 replacing Cambridge Journals Online.

The feedback has been very positive.

Take a look and see what you think: 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/legal-information-management

Do let us know if you have any feedback or ideas for future articles.

Loyita Worley

Chair

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/legal-information-management
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News from Standing Committees - continued

Supplier Liaison Group

We are pleased to welcome two new members to the Committee, Jane Taylor-Reid who

works for Integreon in London and Corryn Walker from  Manchester Metropolitan

University. The annual Suppliers Forum is taking place on 30th January and this has

been the main focus of activity recently. We will report back in full regarding the forum

in the next newsletter. Minutes of the event will be made available so everyone can see

the detail of the discussions.

Neil Edward

Chair

Web Committee

The Web Committee has continued its role of undertaking ongoing amendments to the

BIALL site to reflect changes to Committee membership, BIALL events, uploading the

library survey results, and other changes.

As mentioned in the September Newsletter, it will soon be necessary for the BIALL

website to be replaced. This is obviously an excellent opportunity to tweak the website

to better serve the membership, so please do drop me a line (db298@cam.ac.uk) if

you have any ways in which you think the site should be improved.

Daniel Bates

Chair

Publications Committee

The Publications Committee met on 2 December, our first meeting since I became

Chair. I am pleased to announce that Jenny McBride has stepped up to the role of Vice

Chair, and we have two new members joining our Committee, Ella Hassett and Rose

Hubbard, who will make fantastic editors and contributors to the work of the

committee.  

We have been excited to see the continuing sales of the BIALL Legal Research Training

Packs, which are clearly very popular. It is justification for all the hard work put in by

the committee's members.

January brings work to our committee as we set ourselves up for the year ahead and

look for new sponsors, agree our spotlight committees and, more importantly, decide

who will edit each issue. This is also the first newsletter to have been edited using

Google docs which should hopefully make life much easier for our editors.

Sarah Bracey

Chair

mailto:db298@cam.ac.uk
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Sponsors Corner - ICLR

Daniel Hoadley,

Barrister

- The Incorporated

Council of Law

Reporting for 

England and Wales

Daniel Hoadley

Why did ICLR withdraw its content from Thomson Reuters and LexisNexis in North

America and Australasia?

Many readers of this Newsletter will be aware that as of New Years Day, ICLR’s law

reports are no longer available via Thomson Reuters and LexisNexis services in

Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States. Understandably, ICLR’s

decision to withdraw its content from these territories has caused some concern

among customers that ICLR will do something similar in the United Kingdom. 

Let me allay those concerns from the outset: we have no plan to withdraw our reports

from WestlawUK and LexisLibrary. But, I think it is important that ICLR does its best to

explain to UK customers why the decision to remove our content from the territories

I’ve mentioned was taken. 

ICLR has been going for just over 150 years. That’s a long time. Our corporate

structure has remained constant since we incorporated as a company limited by

guarantee in 1870. We’ve never been acquired or merged with any other entity. 

We have never had shareholders. We have always operated as a not-for-profit. 

For the vast bulk of the last century and a half, ICLR’s operation was beautifully

simple. We were staffed almost exclusively by barristers who were employed as editors

and law reporters. There was no formal management layer (it wasn’t needed). 

We identified law-changing cases, produced reports of them and brought them to

market as printed volumes that people bought from us. We chugged along producing

what are almost universally regarded as the best law reports available for 135 years. 

Then the internet happened. 

The rise of online legal information posed an existential threat. ICLR’s sole means of

generating revenue to cover its operating costs was through the sale of books.

Suddenly, subscriptions to books went into freefall. 

Much to ICLR’s good fortune, the commercial publishers were far better prepared for

what was coming. In the face of plummeting print revenue, ICLR managed to strike up

licensing relationships with Justis, LexisNexis and Thomson Reuters in the early 2000s.

The commercial publishers were happy, because they could now bring ICLR’s law

reports to their customers in digital form. ICLR was happy, because the revenue from

the licences softened the blows dealt by terrifying declines in our direct revenue from

print. 

The problem was that whilst this new licensing model gave ICLR a decent measure of

security for the short-term, all we had really done was delayed the inevitable. 

Here’s why:

l Print revenue continued to fall and, as a corollary, our dependency on revenue

from licensees increased.

l As a function of the way most licences of this sort work, we were blind to who

was using our reports and deaf to their feedback. Our direct channels to

customers had all but dried up.

l As a function of the way online subscriptions work, ICLR’s content was subsumed

within “bundles” of other content, which made it difficult for some customers to

isolate how much was being charged for the ICLR components of their

subscription.

l At any rate, in most cases, it would not be possible for ICLR to ascertain how

much any given customer was paying to access our content.

Fundamentally, from a strategic point of view, all of this mixed together to form quite a

scary picture. Our ability to generate our own revenue has started to quickly fall away.

Our widespread  reliance on negotiating licences with other publishers destabilised our

financial independence. And, to top things off, we no longer actually knew who our

customers were. 



Now, it’s well-worth me saying at this point that Justis, Thomson Reuters and

LexisNexis are very fine publishers and developers. We continue to work with all of

them in various ways (including through licences with TR and LN here in the UK) and it

is privilege to do so. But, we do have a responsibility to safeguard our ability to carry on

doing what we were set up to do, which is to produce, on a not-for-profit basis, the

authoritative reports of cases decided by what is arguably the most sophisticated legal

system on the planet. 

Six years ago, ICLR recognised that unless we reestablished a direct route to

customers, the organisation would be threatened with crisis all over again. So, we built

our own online platform. Building our own platform only made sense if customers

actually subscribed to it and, for fairly obvious reasons, the presence of our content on

other platforms around the world created a serious barrier to entry: customers can't be

expect to pay for the same content twice. 

Some of these barriers needed 

to be brought down. 
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Sponsors Corner - ICLR - continued

...we do have a responsibility

to safeguard our ability to

carry on doing what we were

set up to do,

Why was the content withdrawn in North America and Australasia, but not in the UK?

The short answer is that you can learn a lot about ICLR through the single fact that we

only employ one sales person (the illustrious Paul Hastings). We don't have big teams

of executives drumming up business. We do have big teams of law reporters and

editors producing our content, because that’s our focus. Our intention was not to turn

the market upside down by pulling the content across the board, but to gently tilt the

scales the other way in a manner that was manageable to us and to customers.

Nobody would gain from an attempt to withdraw ICLR content from the major two

outlets here in the UK.

The decision to remove our content from TR and LN in Australasia and North America

was not taken lightly. Doubtless, some may initially take a dim view. It was a difficult

choice. But, so long as we’re not alone in believing that properly reported law is still

essential to the running of our legal system, it was undoubtedly the right one.
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Recent Additions to 
the BIALL How do I wiki?

The How do I? Wiki is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research

questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law or BIALL email

distribution list so if you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can

help build the wiki and help share information between us. The wiki is an excellent

place to look if you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start looking.  

The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can

edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage. You can

also suggest pages or changes to content by contacting any one of the PR Committee or

by using the Contact the Owner link at the bottom of every page.

The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation, Company

Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a search

facility in the top right corner of the home screen.

Remember you can or even create edit pages yourself by sending a registration request

via the website! Please contact a member of the PR&P Committee with any queries or

suggestions for content.

Ian Hunter

Two brand new pages this month: a short but sweet page which could prove very

useful: the Domain Names Registration page lists the four different registries you may

not have heard about or may like to know more of -  thanks to Alex Reid for compiling

the data - and a BIALL member has informally surveyed job titles within the law firm

sector and found that among other things "85% of the Am Law 100 Firms in the US

have re-branded their libraries and moved away from traditional librarian job titles".

Narinder’s survey is particularly useful for those working in international firms and

looking at job title standards across offices

New pages

Ian Hunter

Chair

http://biallpr.pbworks.com
http://www.biall.org.uk/pages/pr-promotions-.html
http://biallpr.pbworks.com/w/contact-owner
http://biallpr.pbworks.com/w/page/114275617/Domain%20names%20registration
http://biallpr.pbworks.com/w/page/113696560/Job%20titles


Libby Whitehead
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Library Routes

Like most people in our profession, I didn’t leave school wanting to be a librarian.

Careers advice at my school was near to non-existent, so I decided to apply to

university to study architecture. After one year, I realised that this wasn't the right

course for me, so I switched to building services engineering. The course included two

placements in industry, and it was during the second of these that I began to think

about a career in information. At the time, I was working for a firm of engineers, where

they had their own in-house library, with their own librarian. I thought this looked like a

cool job, and decided to find out more about careers in information when I returned to

university for my final year of study. This was easier said than done! The university I

attended was, at the time, very focused on engineering and science, and the careers

office was geared up to jobs in industry and "milkround" interviews. I remember finding

a dusty old A4 folder in the careers office containing a faded Library Association

leaflet. I should point out that this was in the pre-internet era, so my investigations hit

a speed bump at a very early stage! A few weeks later, I attended an "alternative"

careers fair at a university in a neighbouring town, and, thankfully, there was a stall

with lots of materials about careers in library and information work.

Fast-forward a few months, and I started my graduate trainee job at the Templeman

Library at the University of Kent in Canterbury. It was a really enjoyable year, and I

gained experience in all the different departments of the library, working with some

lovely people, including Sarah Carter, who was the law librarian at the time. It was my

first experience of working on an enquiry desk, and this was my favourite part of the

job. My least favourite duty was being on the circulation desk. I never really got to grips

with the library management system. Occasionally, I would accidentally cancel a

student's overdue book fine, and would spend the rest of the shift hoping that none of

my colleagues had spotted my mistake!

My post-graduate study took me back to my home city, Sheffield, where I studied for

the MA in Librarianship. During the course, we had to choose whether to attend a

series of lectures on public, academic or special libraries. I chose the special libraries

option, and over the course of a few weeks I attended a number of talks, several of

them given by law librarians. I thought law firm librarianship sounded incredibly

glamorous, and was struck by the professionalism and enthusiasm of the speakers.

My mind was made up after a visit to Eversheds in Leeds. They even had big bowls of

sweets in their reception area. "This is the life for me!" I thought, as I imagined myself

working in a bright and clean office with free confectionery.

My first professional post was as a senior library assistant at Lincoln's Inn Library. 

I remember the interview quite clearly, and how Guy Holborn and Catherine McArdle

put me at ease. After the interview, I was convinced that I hadn't got the job, because I

had felt so relaxed! I was thrilled to bits when Guy called me the following week,

offering me the post. Lincoln's Inn Library was a prestigious and very beautiful place to

work. The size of the collection meant that I had exposure to a wide range of materials,

and, of course, the legal research training was unbeatable! I made some good friends

at Lincoln's Inn Library, and couldn't have had a better start to my professional career.

While I was at Lincoln's Inn Library, I spent a week at Richards Butler, whilst one of the

RB staff spent a week at the Inn. This was my first experience of life in a law firm, and I

loved it. Loyita Worley and her colleagues spent the week showing me the ropes, and

made me very welcome. I was struck by how highly the library was regarded, and when

a vacancy came up, I applied for the job. I started work a few weeks later and stayed at

RB for nearly six years, building on the legal research skills I had learnt at Lincoln's Inn,

and gaining valuable commercial experience. Being part of a small team meant that

the job was very "hands-on" and very varied. 

Libby Whitehead,

Research Resources

Manager  

Knowledge & Research,

Hogan Lovells

International LLP
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Library Routes - continued

One of my RB highlights was helping with a library move to a circular space at the top

of our building, known as the "Dome Room". From my new desk, I had an amazing view

of the Gherkin, which was being built at the time. Another notable incident (I won't call

it a highlight) was providing a witness statement for a libel case. I spent the morning in

court, not knowing whether I was going to be called to give evidence. Thankfully, the

hearing was quite short, and I wasn't called to give evidence. Looking back, it all

seems like a very surreal experience!

In January 2005, I joined Lovells (now Hogan Lovells) as a senior researcher, and I

have been there ever since. My role changed quickly from a predominantly research

role to being heavily involved in library administration. About three years ago I also

started managing our database contracts, and with it came a change in job title

(research resources manager). Over the last 12 years, my responsibilities have

developed, I've discovered hidden talents and I've been involved in areas of work

which, at one time, I could never imagined myself doing. I have even overcome my fear

of library management systems!  My "library route" was not a direct one, but it has

been a very satisfying and enjoyable one so far.

Lincoln’s Inn
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4th European Legal Access Conference

In November, I had the pleasure of travelling to Paris to attend the 4th European Legal

Access Conference on the subject of Open Law, legal access: A European Overview as the

official BIALL delegate. Our French colleagues in Juriconnexion jointly organised the

conference with ADIJ and Open Law, which saw librarians and legal professionals meet at

the offices of Thomson Reuters for two days of talks on the subject of Open Law. 

It would be hard to compare the experience with BIALL’s annual conference, but I’ll give

you a flavour of what it was like and how different it was to the BIALL and SLA

conferences I’d been to.

On arrival, I followed everyone else with the usual task of registering my attendance and

receiving the programme for the two days. I then needed to collect something that was

absolutely essential for me: the interpretation headset The Conference was conducted

almost entirely in French, with the occasional English presenter, so for those who would

be unable to follow along, two interpreters simultaneously translated everything that was

said. Very little of my secondary school French remains with me, other than some of the

basics like Bonjour, Au Revoir, Je voudrais etc. so I was extremely grateful to the two

women who spent two days in a small booth furiously interpreting.

The Conference was a lot more informal than our BIALL conference and a lot braver - on a

few occasions they attempted a live link up to speakers who were unable to make it to Paris

(using something called appear.in I hadn’t seen before). Although this worked to varying

degrees of success, I was extremely impressed they attempted it, bringing the opportunity

for us to still to hear the experiences of those elsewhere in Europe. 

Anneli Sarkenen

On both days we were treated to pastries over coffee (and a spot of networking) before

the main proceedings began in the morning (something I missed on the first day) and a

delicious lunch of various delicacies and finger food. There was even wine available

during lunch, which was unexpected but a nice surprise. The organisers also treated the

speakers and overseas visitors such as myself to some Champagne and nibbles in the

evening in the pretty atrium of the Thomson Reuters building. This was a nice chance to

chat further to those I had met earlier in the day and to meet new people, and I’m very

grateful to all those that I spoke to who so easily conversed in English and didn’t seem to

mind about my poor French! 

The topics covered by the Conference were all around the theme of Open Law but also

touched on legal technology. In the first panel of the morning, speakers told us about the

openlaws.eu website, which created a data model to capture case law and legislation

from EU Member States, and also about some legislative developments in France on

access to data and how there is a push for easier reuse of data using APIs. 

Anneli Sarkenen -

BIALL President Elect

http://www.adij.fr
http://openlaw.fr/index.php?title=Open_Law,_le_Droit_Ouvert
https://appear.in
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4th European Legal Access Conference
- continued

I was very interested to hear about the ELI Project - the European Legislation Identifier -

which will provide a harmonised, stable referencing of European and Member State

legislation. Whilst I hadn’t heard of this project before, I realised it was something I

was familiar with and in part it involves a unique resource identifier that could be used

as a weblink to make it easy for the user to identify what they were accessing e.g. from

europa.eu/eli/dir/2006/126/oj/fr it is relatively easy to deduce you are looking at a

Directive from 2006, number 126, in the Official Journal and in French. We also heard

speakers on topics of legal education and training ‘for tomorrow’ where panel

members spoke of their use of remote learning, MOOCs, as well as other subjects

students could receive instruction on, such as word processing skills, Excel and public

speaking. Before the first day ended, the topic turned to Legal Tech we heard about

the Paris Bar incubator created to build a bridge between technology and lawyers and

Dan Fox from Thomson Reuters spoke about their developments in the legal

technology market.

Day two began with my time on stage, to tell the audience about BIALL and our

conference this year, before handing over to the moderator for panels on access to

case law in Europe and the European Case Law Identifier (ECLI). I was also part of the

second panel of the morning, assisting by reading out the presentation of an English

speaker who had been unable to attend. I got to experience being on the other side for

the translators, being reminded to speak slowly and clearly for them - and not too far

away from the mic! In the afternoon I think the interpreters were put through their most

challenging of translations with more talk on legal tech including BlockChain, a very

interesting project on predictive justice (a tool to anticipate the outcome of litigation

based on algorithms) and e-signatures.

And so, after a very busy two days, the Conference came to an end. The Chairs from

each organisation in turn summed up the conference and gave thanks to all those who

helped in the running of it all. Unfortunately I was unable to spend any more time in

Paris so after a quick visit to see a gorgeous dome in Printemps, I headed back to the

Gare du Nord for my Eurostar home.

I had a very enjoyable time in Paris and a huge thanks to my wonderful hosts from

Juriconnexion who made me feel so welcome.

Left to Right: 

Anneli Sarkenen

Laurence Longet

(Juriconnexion chair),

Isabelle Brenneur-Garel

and Sylvie Chevillotte

http://www.eli.fr/en/
http://www.lxbn.com/2014/06/20/paris-bar-incubator-towards-innovation-legal-market/
https://e-justice.europa.eu/content_european_case_law_identifier_ecli-175-en.do
http://departmentstoreparis.printemps.com/services/w/restaurants-34013
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Zoltan Csirko

A KM Event – Law Firm Intranets

Over 50 information professionals, interested in the developments at the secret world of

law firm intranets, gathered on the evening of 22nd November for the third knowledge

management session, organised by the BIALL Knowledge Management Group at King &

Wood Malleson.

After having some tea and coffee at the reception, we all headed to a well-equipped

meeting room where after BIALL Council Member Jon Beaumont’s greetings Andrew

Jenner, Knowledge Manager at KWM talked about their KM initiatives such as strategy,

context management, working with business development, process mapping.

Andrew’s colleague, Intranet Editor Abbie Taylor took over and gave us a detailed

account of how she trains staff at the firm to use their intranet (Oracle), of practice

areas and knowhow pages and the efforts to make it all look a bit prettier.

The first main speaker of the evening was Claire Fox, Head of Knowledge & Information

Services at Kingsley Napley LLP. She delivered an overview of a project she’s been

managing for the last 3 years, called ‘iKnow – Creating a KN portal in SharePoint 2013’.

We heard about the 5 basic phases of intranet project management from concepts to

design and post project evaluation, and Claire told us about the challenges she and her

team had to face, about road mapping, scoping, quite a bit of ‘project creep’, how

crucial researching technology was, ‘everything in one place’ requirements and finally

the soft launch a year ago.

She also emphasized the importance of technology, getting support from higher

management, creating the right project team, user engagement, continuous

communication, transition, training and making the new intranet future proof.

Next at the pulpit was Angela Rossiter, Global Intranet Manager at Linklaters who

arrived with an insight of intranet struggles at her firm - along with a film quiz! 

Zoltan Csirko 

Supplier Liaison Group
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A KM Event – Law Firm Intranets - continued

With sometimes minimal support or resources, she found it crucial to understand the

problem to fix (and that it may not be possible to fix it in one go) and to be able to

justify the need for intranet provision. She spoke about how trust is fundamental

regarding KM systems, the way testing can provide credible and reliable information

with consolidated content.

We were also given a detailed account of the strategy she applied, and how reference

groups, content owners, users, governance and stakeholders were taken into

consideration during the process.

Her ‘TRUMP’ approach (trust, resources, usability, measure and problem) on having a

current intranet was enlightening in times when AI’s coming in, new ways of working

emerge, and intranet has to be different for different users.

It was then the turn of Sally Roberts, Senior KM Manager at 3Kites Consulting, who

shared her views through a presentation called ‘Using intranet to enhance knowledge

management’.

She first looked into what makes a good intranet according to users (reliable, simple,

governed, searchable) and vendors (intelligent search, good content, peer to peer

recognition), then she evaluated the intranet trends in 2016 (search evaluation, better

photos, help & tutorials, simple design, video, social features and dashboards, etc.).

This was followed by the aims of modern intranets such as providing trusted info,

allowing internal communication, collaboration and delivering business value. 

In her opinion first impressions count and in order to support knowledge management,

an intranet page should provide key tools, consolidated resources, effective navigation

and search in an integrated system.

She believed that findability is an ongoing issue and that topic springboards can be the

solution to meet the ‘all in one place’ demand.

Given how the talks felt extremely current and relevant to the profession today, the

session remained very interactive with thoughts, questions and examples long after

the light refreshments were served.

Finally, a big thank you to all of the speakers, to Jon Beaumont for co-ordinating and

CB Resourcing for sponsoring the event.
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Get involved in 2017

Take a minute to think about your career, 

Are you just starting out, wondering how to make contacts, get to know people – and

more importantly how to get others to know you?

Are you established but wishing someone had told you earlier some of the things you

know now? Perhaps hearing about other people's projects might have made it less

daunting when you started on yours? Maybe it would have helped to hear more from

people dealing with the same issues you are.

Are you looking back on a long career, amazed at the how the twists and turns of life

have led you to where you are? Is this a story that you would like to share, which might

inspire others making that journey?

This is where the BIALL Newsletter comes in. It gives members the opportunity to

increase awareness, encourage innovation and inspire others. Every issue we have

BIALL members being put on the spot, telling you about their career route or a day in

their life. We have reports from conferences, events and committees. You could be one

of those people.

Our happy band of editors are always on the lookout at events to find members who

would like to contribute, but there are only six editors and too many members to meet.

So don't wait for them to find you, go find them first.

The details of all members of the Publications Committee can be found on the BIALL

website If you would like to contribute something then please do get in touch.

What kind of material are we looking for?

l Our regular feature articles such as On the spot, Day in the life and Library 

routes

l News and notices about events that have recently taken place or are planned 

for the next few months

l Reports from conferences and events you have attended

l A topic of your choice which you feel would interest BIALL members, perhaps a

project or issue of concern

l Personal interest which tell us about the secret lives of law librarians. If you're 

a librarian during the week and a world class athlete in your spare time, we 

want to hear about it

increase awareness,

encourage innovation and

inspire others.

How much material are we looking for?

l We looking for a variety of articles between 50 and 800 words.  

l If you want to tell us about a upcoming event then just drop us a 

short email

l If you want to contribute a longer article then let a member of the 

committee know and we can advise you on length and content

l Don't forget the photos. If the success of Instagram is anything to 

go by, people need photos. If you're at an event why not take a few 

photos to accompany your piece.

It's a new year, so why not add contributing to the

BIALL newsletter to your list of resolutions!

http://www.biall.org.uk/pages/publications.html
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Membership News
The following new members were approved at the July

Council meeting:

Personal

Clare Eacott

University of Winchester

Maria Hardie

Liverpool John Moores University

Chris Wares

Pearson College London

Mateusz Jakubowski

Legalinx Ltd

Rachel Brett

Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP

Helen Delderfield

Blake Morgan

Cliona Doyle

Mason Hayes & Curran

Susan Lamond

Bird & Bird LLP

Ann O’Sullivan

A&L Goodbody

Param Rani

Anthony Collins Solicitors LLP

Lorna Robertson

Shepherd and Wedderburn

Freddie Sharman

Kirkland & Ellis International LLP

Julie Young

Macfarlanes

Katie Treherne

NHS

Claire Audelan

University College London
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